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Scoring four times in a row
MONASH University Foundation Year (MUFY)
Malaysia has proven its mettle by receiving the
Monash International Top Scorer Award for the
fourth time. The award has been presented only
four times thus far and MUFY Malaysia at
Sunway University College has won it on all
occasions.
MUFY is an Australian Year 12 equivalent preuniversity programme that provides a smooth
transition to higher education.
Graduates who achieve the required grades
will automatically be accepted into Monash
University.
The top scorer accolade is given to the highest
total score achiever among all the MUFY students from providers around the globe.
The outstanding student this time is Chee
Aiying from SyUC, who received recognition
during the MUFY Malaysia Graduation Night
recently.
In addition, there are the Monash
International Subject Awards, rewarded to the
top scorers in each of the nine subjects offered
among MUFY providers worldwide.
The recent graduation had SyUC students
sweeping six of them, with Chee bagging the

subject awards for Mathematics A, Mathematics
B and Physics. Other award winners include
Serena Chua Yen Li (Economics), Marina Tan Su
Min (English) and Hardev Singh Dhillon
(Biology).
Among the Sunway MUFY students. Handy
Santono emerged top scorer for Computer
Science as did Tan Hooi Teng for Accounting.
Celestina Chin Ai Qi was chosen as valedictorian for her success in academic and non-academic activities, as well as leadership qualities.
Chee received a full scholarship to study
Engineering at Monash University Malaysia.
Serena Chua and Handy Santono received
partial scholarships from Monash University
Malaysia.
Apart from academic opportunities, Sunway
MUFY students have a chance to meet international students through various extra-curricular
activites.
"We teach the students to appreciate people.
We want them to be able to work together and
appreciate each other's differences," said
Sunway's MUFY director Adawiah Norli.
A total of 165 students received their MUFY
graduation certificates.
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